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Abstrat
Due to information overload, many people urrently struggle with
oordinating and managing their basi hores. By using wireless lo-
alization, we have designed and developed the Personal Assistant,
a loation-based program that failitates groery shopping. The Per-
sonal Assistant helps the user nd the best deals in groery items,
and lters the information based on the stores' loations. It is a proof-
of-onept appliation that utilizes several utting-edge tehnologies
to investigate how they an be used together.
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1 Introdution
1.1 Information overload in the 21st entury
In today's fast paed world, it is beoming inreasingly hard to keep trak
of the simplest hores. As people are more and more involved in their work-
related ativities, many people do not have any time for the simpler tasks.
Many employees nd themselves working overtime and answering hundreds
of e-mails a day, at the ost of regularly visiting their drive-through fast-food
plae.
In order to deal with this overload of information, we should use the
very same proessing power that made our lives harder in the rst plae:
omputers. By delegating some of the tasks that used to be our brain's
responsibility to the omputer, we an use our minds to do more produtive
endeavors.
This projet attempts to do just that, by delegating the hores related
to groery shopping. Although seemingly trivial, shopping for groeries is
beoming inreasingly omplex on very dierent levels. One needs to keep
trak of the items to be purhased, where they an be bought for the best
pries. Sine the large supermarkets are more onerned about overall prots
than item-based prot, some items an be sold at signiantly disounted
pries. Continually wathing for these deals is a very time-onsuming task,
but it an potentially save a onsiderable amount of money.
1.2 Proposed solution
The solution that we are proposing is that of having a personal assistant
program running on a portable devie that will handle some of these basi,
shopping-related hores. This version of this software will more speially
deal with shopping for groeries, and nding the best deals for them.
The user is only asked to input his groery list. The software then takes
1 INTRODUCTION 8
are of nding the items at disount pries at the losest stores available.
This will delegate yet another task that our brains urrently perform to the
omputers. The user will not have to worry about where to buy the items,
and an instead use his mental powers for more reative purposes.
1.3 Senarios
Senario 1 Peter is away from home for a business meeting. On his way to
the meeting, he reeives an e-mail notifying him that the meeting has
been postponed by an hour. Being in a foreign loation, Peter wants to
buy some groery items that he needs. He takes out his PDA, and runs
the Personal Assistant program. This in turn looks up for all disount
stores and supermarkets in the area, and guides him to the losest one
that arries the items that he is looking for. Not only does he buy all
the items that he needs, but he also manages to nd the stores in a
foreign loation.
Senario 2 When looking at a groery store's disount speials page, Mary
noties that the ank steak that she buys regularly is available at half
the prie for only a week. Mary deide to beome a smarter shopper
and trak down deals like these at loal stores. Yet she quikly realizes
that it is virtually impossible to keep trak of all the disounts in the
area, as there are tens of stores, and the deals usually expire within
a week. She installs the Personal Assistant program and inputs the
items that she buys on a regular basis. When she has time to shop for
groeries, she simply uses her PDA to nd the best deals without doing
any preliminary researh.
1.4 Projet Goals
While omputing has beome ubiquitous, the proessing power of omput-
ers have been used for various purposes. In a typial ollege urriulum, a
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student takes a multitude of lasses in dierent elds inluding algorithms,
omputer networks, databases and human-omputer interation. Although
all of these areas seem independent in their own rights, their usefulness is
apparent only when they are used together to form an appliation that a-
omplishes more than the sum of its parts. There is no point in studying
databases and SQL if the data will not be utilized. The study of algorithms
is a very exiting eld, but implementing them just as an exerise is a su-
perial approah. Their advantage beomes more apparent when used for
solving a real world problem. With the omputing eosystem so diversied,
the question remains as to how well these tehnologies work together. How
do they help the ause of omputing by improving soiety as a whole?
The goal of this projet is to investigate how eah of these modern teh-
nologies work together, while reating the personal shopping assistant. We
will reate a proof-of-onept appliation that uses as many dierent teh-
nologies, while delivering a servie to the regular user. This servie would be
very hard, if not impossible, to proure by only utilizing one system. The
servie that was piked was that of helping the user with part of the daily
hores, notably that of groery shopping.
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2 Literature Review
Sine one of the purposes of the projet is to merge a lot of smaller subsystems
into a larger system, it makes sense to rst look into eah of these systems
in their own rights. This setion introdues the many buildings bloks used
by this system.
2.1 Wireless Loalization
Although wireless loalizations tehnologies are a reent invention, they are
quikly nding their way into many mainstream devies. Most reently, the




Loalizing the position one the globe has always been a fasination of hu-
mans. Throughout history, various tehniques were devised to nd out where
exatly we are loated. Some use mehanial devies to measure the angles
between the stars and the sun (gure 1) , while others relied on measuring
Figure 1: Sextant used for measuring the latitude
1
http://www.wi-fiplanet.om/news/artile.php/3723366
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the time of the travel, and estimating the distane traveled from a known
loation. These two methodologies (absolute positioning on the globe, and
positioning relative to a known loation) are still the main ones used for de-
termining loation, and an be roughly haraterized as absolute and relative
positioning.
The major breakthrough in terms of absolute positioning was made in
the 1960s with the advent of the GPS system. One the rst few satellite
launhes were suessful, it beame lear that one ould use a series of satel-
lites orbiting around the globe to position oneself. Like the sextants of the
old days, modern GPS devies make measurements from several satellites to
pinpoint a person's loation on the globe. The same time-signal is reeived
from several dierent soures at one. By measuring the arrival time of eah
signals, the reeiver an alulate its relative position to eah satellites. Sine
the satellites' loations are known, very aurate results an be obtained that
are within meters of the atual loation.
Relative positioning mehanisms resurfaed through the use of wireless
loalization. With the advent of heap wireless aess points, many home
networks moved on to a wireless infrastruture. This trend lled the major
ities with thousands of aess points. These aess points are mostly seured
using enryption mehanisms, and annot be used by strangers to onnet
to the Internet. However, they perform the job of marking loations very
onvenient
2.1.2 Basi mehanism
Wireless loalization works by mapping the aess points (whih have unique
identiers in them, their MAC addresses) to a loation. The mehanism
works in two phases. First, the mappings should be reated, and seondly,
they should be looked up.
The rst phase of using loalization is made possible by performing a
variant of war-driving. In war-driving, people drive around the ity while
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sanning for wireless networks. The aim is to loate aess points that are
not proteted with any enryption sheme, and an therefore be exploited for
obtaining free aess to the Internet. For loalization purposes, the aim is not
to hunt for non-enrypted network, but rather to nd out their oordinates.
The sanning is done by omputers that have both wireless ards, and GPS
devies mounted on them. When a new aess point is enountered, the
wireless ard reads its signal strength and other harateristi values (suh
as its Servie set identier (SSID) and its MAC address). The GPS reeiver
is used to obtain the absolute oordinates. Together these two sets of data
are stored in a database for later use.
The seond phase of loalization is used when a user wishes to nd out
her loation. No GPS devie is needed for this phase, as all the information
that is needed is already present in the database. Just as before, the wireless
ard sans for the networks in the area. The ombination of aess points
reeived by the user as well as their signal strengths are used to searh the
database for the losest math and hene determine the user's loation.
However the algorithm is not as trivial as it sounds. Signal strengths an
be aeted by many other fators. For instane, WiFi signals an usually
boune from walls when indoors, making suh alulations harder. Other
fators suh as the weather, or the presene of other devies working in the
same frequeny range (suh as mirowaves) an also aet the quality of the
signal. Triangulation algorithms need to take these fators into aount when
estimating the loation.
2.1.3 Comparison of Wi-Fi to GPS
Wireless loalization methods are usually ompared with GPS beause they
perform roughly the same task. However, this is not a rightful omparison:
the two tehnologies are not mutually exlusive but they omplement eah
other. They eah have their own strengths and weaknesses.
The major problem with GPS that motivated the researh in other areas
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is its poor indoor overage. GPS relies on signals reeived from satellites,
whih allows it to perform very well when there is a diret line-of-sight to the
satellites. This feature makes GPS an exellent hoie when used outdoors,
and explains why it it has found suh aeptane in airplanes and hikers
alike. But the reliane on satellites is also the Ahilles' heel of the system
when being used indoors. The signal strength is very weak, if not absent
indoors. Most reent buildings have a steel onstrution, whih makes them
at as Faraday's age, bloking all the eletro-magneti signals.
Wireless loalization exels within buildings. The aess points are usu-
ally plaed suh that they will have a wide reeption, inreasing the range of
the network onnetion. The improved range also means improved estimates
when it omes to measuring the loation.
Another area where the two tehnologies dier is in relation to their
antennas. Most reent devies rely on wireless networks to get online, and
therefore have built-in wireless antennas. GPS is often seen as an aessory
instead of a neessity; it requires additional hardware, an extra ost that
makes the produt more expensive without adding muh to it. After all, one
usually knows where one is, and does not need the devie to tell them that.
Last but not least, it is worth mentioning that the overage of wireless
networks is restrited to major ities. In the more rural areas, wireless net-
works are not available, and therefore GPS remains the only option.
2.1.4 Conlusion
Wireless loalization is a very exiting tehnology that promises to omple-
ment GPS. It uses the widely available network of aess points to pinpoint
one's loation on the globe quite aurately, espeially indoors.
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2.2 Loalization libraries
As explained in setion 2.1, wireless loalization is a very promising tehnol-
ogy. Although it is still onsidered a new tehnology, there already are a lot
of ompanies and researh institutes working on loalization using wireless
networks. This setion lists some of the available libraries that determine
oordinate estimates of loations in order to pik one that will be used for
this projet.
2.2.1 Skyhook Wireless
SkyHook Wireless is a ompany that develops wireless loalization software.
They have built their own aess point loation databases for looking up o-
ordinate information. The majority of the employees at Skyhook are drivers
that have ars equipped with speial omputers. These omputers have wire-
less ards, as well as GPS reeivers, and they are used for oming up with
the neessary mappings. They boast of overing 70% of the United States'
population, sub-seond time-to-x, 99% indoor availability and 10-20m a-
uray.
The dynami overage map found on their web site seems to over the
entirety of Worester and the greater Boston area. Although Skyhook is
mainly foused on WiFi, they also have a tehnology alled the Hybrid
Positioning System that an ombine other loation sensing systems, suh
as GPS, IP loation, Cell towers and WiMax to provide better estimates.
They provide a Software Development Kit (SDK) free for development
purposes (but harges when produt launhes ommerially). The SDK an
be used for aademi researh as well.
SkyHook also publishes a spei online API alled loki.om for build-
ing loation-sensitive web pages. The user installs a browser plug-in that
performs the database lookup to determine the user's loation. The loation
information an then be sent to web pages supporting this tehnology. Those
sites an then know the user's loation and modify their ontent appropri-
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ately.
Testing For experimenting with the system, we deided to run the sample
appliation that omes bundled with SkyHook's SDK. However, we ould
not get that appliation to begin with. The ompilation failed at the linking
stage, and was related to a version mismath with the liburl library that
was available on our Linux system. Sine it is a proprietary system, we
were unable to nd the error by looking at the soure ode. Our attempts at
nding help on their support groups were unsuessful. We posted a message,
but the help that we got was not very helpful. The follow-up messages that
we sent remained unanswered.
SkyHook was never a preferene for this projet anyway, beause it is not
open-soure and it is written in C++. Although a very important language
historially, C++ does not failitate quik development yles. Debugging is
not very easy, and manual memory management makes traking errors very
hard.
2.2.2 PlaeLab
PlaeLab is an open soure library for reating loation-sensitive appliations.
It is developed mainly by researhers at the University of Washington and the
Intel Researh lab at Seattle. It essentially performs the same job as Skyhook,
but uses a publi database instead of holding its own. While Skyhook is
mainly oriented for WLAN loalization, PlaeLab supports a variety of other
mehanisms (suh as GPS and Bluetooth).
The aess point database they use is alled wiggle.net, and is also a publi
web site. Anybody having the required hardware an post their aess point
information to the web site.
PlaeLab is therefore a very good low-ost alternative to Skyhook. It has
some shortomings too. For instane, there is virtually no support present,
as the mailing lists are pretty muh unused. The doumentation is very
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minimal, and the most in-depth questions are left unanswered. On the plus
side, being an open-soure software written in Java, some questions an be
resolved by browsing the soure ode itself (whih is not that well doumented
either).
There is a hardware ompatibility list on their website, and apparently
it does not work with all kinds of hardware. There are also several sample
appliations that have been reated as part of a group projet for a graduate
level Computer Siene lass at the University of Washington.
Testing Installing PlaeLab and running the sample appliations weren't
trivial. The details of these are explained in appendix A. It is worth men-
tioning that the doumentation that ame with PlaeLab is rudimentary at
best, and fails to explain more ne-tuned onguration options. We had to
delve into the soure-ode for troubleshooting a lot of the problems we ran
into.
PlaeLab downloads a list of the beaons in a given state from wiggle.net
and saves it in a loal ahe. Most of the aess points (APs) around the WPI
ampus were within the overage range of the set of beaons. Yet the APs
inside the buildings annot be disovered. The absene of the WPI aess
points may be due to seurity onerns on the part of WPI's Network Opera-
tions. Without any referene APs, we annot get oordinate estimates inside
buildings. We therefore needed some sort of an estimate for demonstration
purposes, and we ame up with two options for doing this :
1. add the aess point inside the building to the mainWiggle.net database
by lling out the data entry form,
2. nd a way to reverse engineer the loal ahe, and insert the aess
point information only in the loal ahe.
For seurity purposes, we did not want to expose the WPI aess points to
the publi, so we deided to use the seond option, namely adding the a-
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ess points and their loations to the loal ahe. We found that the ahe
was stored in a loal database system alled HSQLDB. This database sys-
tem is used oine from a desktop appliation, and an be queried through
the standard JDBC interfae. The queries an be performed using SQL,
whih allows for exeuting omplex queries eiently. We managed to nd
a program that will allow us to run SQL queries on the loal database where
HSQLDB stores its information. After disovering the struture of the ta-
bles, we added the appropriate reords in the database, whih then managed
to display the estimates even inside the building where we were doing the
demonstration.
2.2.3 Other Libraries
There are a few other libraries that perform similar jobs, although they are
not very relevant for use in a projet like this one.
Ekahau Ekahau is a produt by a Finnish ompany that is built to loate
ommerial data suh as produts, arriers and drivers inside a ity.
They do not have a SDK that an be used for prototyping, and seem
like an industrial solution. As suh, it is not very useful to our projet
Mirosoft RADAR and CHOICE Mirosoft developed a system that also
uses WiFi loalization. However, their system works slightly dierently.
Instead of relying on a database, RADAR is alibrated by taking pre-
ise measurements inside the building. These measurements allow the
system to work more aurately, but adds an extra level of overhead.
Moreover, the alibration needs to be repeated if the setup indoors
should hange marginally (i.e., when moving a loset in an oe). Due
to this extra layer of omplexity and the extensive alibration required,
these systems are only meant to be used indoors. They are therefore
not very pratial for this projet.
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2.3 Survey of Loation-based Servies
Most web sites and programs urrently operate with a limited amount of
information about the user. They an tell time, and signal when a ertain
event is sheduled. Although these servies have been very useful until now,
most people have inreased their mobility. Mobile omputers are all around
us, disguised as ell-phones, PDAs or even wathes. In order to be truly
useful, another attribute needs to be added: the loation.
Loation-based servies an loosely dened as programs or web sites that
takes into aount the loation of the person using the omputer. As overed
in setion 2.1, various tehnologies an be used to obtain the oordinates of
the user. The program that we are building within the sope of this projet
will also be suh a servie. Before starting the design of the program, it
makes sense to researh the loation-based servies that are already in plae.
Although loation-based servies are just starting to make an appearane,
there already are major produts that attempt to use loation information
to provide servies to the user. These produts vary in their interfae: some
are developed for ell-phone usage, while others are meant to be run from
within the browser. This setion will take a look at some of these servies
that are available today.
2.3.1 SoiaLight
SoiaLight is a very promising startup that allows users to perform the most
fundamental ativities. It lets one assign notes to loations that other users
an look at. This is somewhat similar to posting virtual Post-It notes on a
map.
Through these messages, information an be readily shared between peo-
ple. When walking or driving through a neighborhood, the software that
runs on your mobile phone an let you know about the posted notes for that
area. It an lter the notes based on the types you want to see, and an show
loalized advertisements.
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The system relies on loki for its loation sensing, whih is provided by
Skyhook wireless (see subsetion 2.2.1). The system is urrently a proto-
type, but it is expeted to be available on both ell-phones and omputers.
When run through a phone, it uses the GPS reeiver that is built-in the
phone. Wireless loalization is employed when the page is aessed through
a omputer.
Another interesting feature is that it is ompatible with most soial net-
working sites (faebook, myspae and various blogging systems). It therefore
makes the job of integrating loation data into urrent appliations very easy.
2.3.2 loopt.om
Figure 2: Sreenshot from loopt
Loopt is a soial networking site that is enhaned by loation-sensing.
Similar to most soial networking sites, it maintains a list of your friends.
The user has the option of being alerted when a friend omes nearby. Another
feature is the ability to meet others in the area that math ertain riteria.
It is urrently supported by ertain arriers (inluding Sprint and Nextel),
and needs operator support to work and is available with a monthly fee. Sine
it uses the built-in GPS module in the phone instead of Wi-Fi networks, it
needs to be supported by the phone.
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2.3.3 Ative Campus
The Ative Campus is a system that uses the wireless networks that are
widely available on ollege ampuses to provide loation-based servies. The
purpose of the projet is both to develop these systems, and also to under-
stand how suh systems are used in real world eduational senarios, mostly
to enhane student learning.
It's main feature is alled AtiveCampus Explorer, and it uses a person's
loation to engage them in ampus life. Although this is a very interesting
projet, it is not being maintained, and has not been updated in four years.
2.3.4 meetro.om
Meetro is a loation-aware IM lient. It lets one meet people that are in their
viinity neighborhood through instant messaging. It is ompatible with most
urrently used IM systems (AIM, MSN et..). However, one big disadvantage
of Meetro is that it relies on the user inputting their own loation manually.
As suh, it does not quite qualify as a loation-based servie as we have
dened it, but it still demonstrates how these servies an be useful.
2.3.5 Student Projets for PlaeLab
PlaeLab is a loalization library that we have introdued in subsetion 2.2.2.
It was also used as a framework for a graduate lass entitled Loation-aware
omputing at the University of Washington.
These projets are very interesting appliation of the system. Some no-
table ones inlude the Loation-aware To-Do appliation and the Plae
Extrator: Translating oordinates into plaes. This latter projet is inter-
esting in that in transforms absolute, numerial oordinates on the globe to
more human loations, suh as the library or the dining hall.
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2.4 Web Servies
One of the goals of this projet is to explore the new tehnologies available.
In the Web arena, one of the most important emerging tehnologies in the
last few years was that of Web Servies. They were therefore examined for
the sake of the projet. This setion presents an overview of existing web
servies tehnologies in a theoretial way. A more hands-on approah will be
overed in the implementation setion 4.3.
2.4.1 Introdution
As desribed by the W3C, a web servie is a software system designed to
support interoperable Mahine to Mahine interation over a network. In
more tehnial terms, it is a way of implementing ode reuse over a network,
through HTTP protool.
When the omputer systems emerged, it was instantly notied that most
of the ode required for a program to run needed to be dupliated. Suh om-
mon ode was then plaed in libraries, ompiled les that ould be shared
between omputers. When a program was invoked, part of the ode ould be
fethed from the external le and exeuted. The advent of libraries improved
software development on several fronts. Code that was used by several pro-
grams ould be plaed in a single library, allowing it to take less spae and
to make the job of updating it easier. It also made it possible for ompanies
to market libraries. A ompany ould write a ode that performed a spei
job eiently (suh as matrix operations, or GUI ode), and other projets
ould liense this library for use in their own mahines.
Web servies essentially transpose the same ideas found in libraries to a
network (most often the Internet). When an appliation needs some data to
be fethed or proessed, it an send a request to a web servie through the
familiar HTTP protool. The message that is sent ontains the name of the
servie that is requested (similar to the funtion name in a regular funtion
all), along with data that is needed for the funtion (similar to funtion
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arguments). The server proesses the given data appropriately and returns
another message that ontains the resulting data (similar to the returned
value).
The intention of Web Servies was to revolutionize Business-to-Business
(B2B) ommuniations. Currently the Internet an be seen as a olletion of
individual web sites oering their own servies. The ommuniation between
them is almost non-existent, exept for some of them like PayPal oering the
possibility to make payments. The next step in the evolution of the Internet
was seen to be more interoperable servies. Web sites would be able to oer
the information they possessed to others, making the information even more
valuable.
There are urrently two arhiteture that speies how Web Servies an
be used. They dier in how the messages that go bak and forth are om-
posed. The Servie-Oriented Arhiteture has a more rigorous denition of
the interfae, and the resulting types, whereas the REST arhiteture is more
loosely dened. They both rely on XML to send and reeive the data.
2.4.2 Servie-oriented Arhiteture (SOA)
SOA Web Servies have a very strit way of representing the messages that
the server an reeived. This interfae is published by the web servie through
a Web Servie Desription Language (WSDL) le. The le ontains the name
of the servies that are oered, and what arguments eah aepts and returns.
The lient uses this information to generate a message that onforms to the
speiations. The message is sent to the server in a speial XML format,
alled SOAP. Although SOAP originally stood for Simple Objet Aess
Protool, the aronym was dropped for being misleading. The server re-
eives the SOAP message, parses it appropriately and returns another SOAP
message ontaining the result of the operation.
Another interesting feature of SOA web servies is that they are disover-
able. The Universal Desription, Disovery and Integration (UDDI) servers
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at as a yellow-page of available servies. This allows lient to look up a
ertain kind of servies or ompany that does the funtion that is needed.
By downloading the WSDL le, the lient an inorporate that servie into
its own framework.
The main ritiism for SOA web servie is that they are too ompliated.
There are tens of dierent standards that ditate how ertain messages should
be shaped, and how the protool should work (e.g., for authentiation). A
typial web servie book an easily ontain thousands of pages.
2.4.3 Representational State Transfer (REST) arhiteture
Compared to SOA servies, REST servies are very easy to desribe. They
work along the same model, where the lient and the server ommuniate
by sending XML les through HTTP. The struture of the XML le an be
arbitrary, and should be doumented by the servie provider. The lient just
needs to look at a sample le, and generate a similar one that will be sent
to the server. The response will then be parsed by any of the XML parsers
available, and the data an thus be used.
It is worth re-iterating that the reason why REST web servies are seen
as most suessful is beause of their ease of use. Although they are not as
omplete for more advaned jobs, they make the task of writing rudimen-
tary servies very easy. Most people foresee that REST servies will almost
surpass the SOA servies in terms of aeptane
2
.
2.5 Java Programming Language and supporting libraries
The language that is used for developing this appliation is Java. The hoie
for using Java was straightforward. For one, PlaeLab is written in it. It
2
Amazon has both SOAP and REST interfaes to their web servies, and 85% of their
usage is of the REST interfae. Despite all of the orporate hype over the SOAP stak,
this is pretty ompelling evidene that developers like the simpler REST approah. Tim
O'Reilly. http://www.oreillynet.om/pub/wlg/3005
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is muh easier to interfae with PlaeLab if development is in the same lan-
guage. We an then import the libraries into the projet within Elipse, and
diretly use the funtions.
The seond reason Java is a onvenient hoie for this projet is beause
it has proven itself as a language suitable for large projet development. By
foring the use of lasses, it promotes good abstration praties. It also runs
on a virtual mahine, it handles garbage olletion, freeing the developer from
the big burden of manual memory management.
2.5.1 Java Runtime Mahine
For development purposes, I am using the latest Java Runtime Environment
(JRE). At the time of this writing, that would be Java SE 6 (1.6.0_05). This
Java version supports a lot of new innovative features. Some of them are as
follows:
• pluggable annotations
• generis (Prototypes for data strutures)
• Improved Web Servies support (JAX-WS)
• Improved Java Binding of Objets to XML (JAXB) used in Web Ser-
vies
• Sripting Language Support
• JDBC 4.0 support
• Java DB built-in Apahe Derby database management system
• Dramati performane improvements
Although not all of the features available in this version will be used, these
are all big selling points of the new Java release. With the goal of exploring
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new tehnologies in mind, I am onsidering experimenting with them simply
to see if they are really as worthy as they are promoted.
Some of the novelties will be used extensively. These inlude the Java
DB built-in database, libraries for using Web Servies (suh as JAX-WS
and JAXB) and the latest JDBC 4.0 for interfaing with several database
mehanisms.
2.5.2 SWT/JFae GUI library
The main part of this projet will be a Graphial User Interfae (GUI), with
a very detailed set of speiations. The user interfae needs to be intuitive,
sine it is going to be used on portable devies, suh as ell-phones, smart-
phones and PDAs. The biggest limitation to usability in this ase is the size
of the sreen, whih does not typially exeed 4 diagonally. Sreen spae
being a sarity, the GUI toolkit that I use needs to have a big library of
widgets, and also allows the user to denes his own. Instead of using simple,
HTML-style items suh as text boxes and buttons, advaned ontrols like
trees, lists and even browser ontrols are required.
A hoie needed to be made between the three graphial toolkits available
for developing Java appliations. These are as follows:
AWT This is the rst graphial library that was released in 1995. It was
mainly designed to use the native toolkit of the Operating System, and
therefore was fast, but not very portable. The look of the appliation
was not the same between dierent platforms. Moreover, only a very
small subset of widgets that are available in all the dierent platforms
are supported (the least ommon multiple of widgets). The objets
are therefore very elementary, and not very ustomizable. Currently,
AWT is onsidered a legay tehnology, and it is not widely used in
modern appliations, exept perhaps in Applets.
Swing Designed to address AWT's diulties, Swing is ompletely platform-
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independent. This onveniene omes at the expense of speed; all the
widgets are drawn programmatially in Java, and do not rely on the
OS at all. It is supported in the JRE, and does not require any external
libraries. There are several large-sale projets, suh as the well-known
Bittorrent lient Azureus, that use Swing as their graphial toolkit.
SWT/JFae Developed for the Elipse IDE projet (see 2.6), SWT at-
tempts to omplement AWT and Swing, by loating itself in the middle
of the Speed vs Look debate. In SWT, the widgets that are provided
by the OS are implemented as suh, and those that are not available are
drawn manually. This guarantees a very onsistent appearane, and it
also maximizes speed. The JFae framework allows the appliation of
the Model-View-Controller pattern for SWT. It makes it possible to
bind data strutures to widgets, and takes are of updating the widget
when the Model hanges.
Considering all of the options, I deided to use SWT/JFae for this applia-
tion. It has a very rih set of widgets, and it is proven to be usable in very
large projets suh as Elipse. The JFae addition is also very onvenient.
Although it takes some time to learn about all the dierent lasses and how
to use them, one mastered the GUI just works.
2.5.3 WSDL2Java onverter and Ant task
In the traditionalWeb Servie development proess, one rst starts out by de-
sribing the interfae using the Web Servies Desription Language (WSDL)
le (see setion 2.4). This le is a spei XML Shema that ontains the
name of the methods, the onnetion point and port of the servie, and the
type of the arguments that need to be passed. In my ase, the WSDL le
has been generated using the WTP toolkit of Elipse (see setion 2.6).
One the WSDL le is in plae, the WSDL2Java onverter program is used
to generate stub Java lasses. These lasses ontain all the methods that are
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neessary to use Web Servies in Java. The key methods that should ontain
the majority of the server-side ode are left empty. It is up to the user to ll
out these setions to get the server to work.
The WSDL2Java sript that I used ame with the Axis2 Web Servies
platform (see setion 2.7). It an be exeuted from the ommand-line, taking
the WSDL le as its rst argument, and generating the pakage struture as
a side-eet. There is however a better way to use this system.
The Axis2 library also omes with an ant task for automating this proess.
The steps neessary to get it to work are not very evident. One rst needs
to set up the build.xml properly to inlude the right libraries. Then the
orret hierarhy of folders need to be reated suh that the output lasses
are onsidered as being with the soure ode.
2.5.4 MySQL Connetor-J
As explained in 2.10, the MySQL database management system is used on
the server-side to store the prie information. Sine the Web Servies plat-
form is somewhat onvoluted (see 4.3), I needed a way to test the database
onnetion without using Web Servies. I deided to onnet from my lient
to the server diretly using a JDBC database onnetion. However the built-
in JDBC library does not have out-of-the-box support for onneting to
MySQL. The MySQL Connetor-J library is needed for this purpose.
When the library is inluded in the lasspath, the neessary driver is
automatially loaded when the default JDBC method getConnetion is alled
with mysql in the onnetion string. From that point on, the default JDBC
methods suh as reateStatement and exeuteQuery an be invoked to run
SQL statements.
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2.6 Development Environment
Before boarding on a software engineering projet suh as this one, one needs
to pik his tools. The development environment is probably the most impor-
tant tool of all, sine it is the programmer's interfae with the ompiler (or
in the ase of Java, the virtual mahine).
Lukily, when it omes to Java development environments, the hoie
aren't that many, and they are all very attrative. Elipse and NetBeans
are both very ompelling produts, and they are both widely adopted. Sine
throughout my studies, I was mostly introdued to Elipse, I piked it as the
IDE for this projet for purely personal reasons.
The Elipse Development environment is the preferred Interative Devel-
opment Environment (IDE) for many Java developers. The latest version,
Elipse 3.3 Europa, is being used for this projet. This program single hand-
edly speeds up the development progress for the following reasons:
• The struture of the projet is fairly ompliated, with the projet hav-
ing a lot of dependenies on several jar les and libraries. It also uses a
lot of dierent versions of tools that need to inter-operate. The projet
also ontains a lot of lasses and pakages for a modular design and
good software engineering praties. Although this ensures that the
tasks are broken into smaller hunks of ode, managing all of these les
manually through ompile-time options would be very unfeasible. One
needs to be sure he is in the right diretory for ompiling it, make sure
the lasspath is set up properly, and go through the write-ompile-run
yle several times. Writing Ant les would be preferable than han-
dling the task manually, but would still be hard to maintain. Changes
would need to be made to the build.xml le with every hange, and the
le would beome unwieldy to manage in no time. Elipse very on-
veniently takes are of all these development hores. The soure ode
is maintained in the soure diretory, and the libraries an be added
to the lasspath using simple dialog boxes. Running the ode is done
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with the lik of a button, and the ompilation is done only if hanges
were made to the les.
• Elipse has a very omprehensive debugging support. It allows the
plaement of breakpoints at problemati loations and the ability to
wath variables until they get a ertain value. One the exeution is
paused, the developer has the ability to step through the ode line-
by-line, seletively entering and exiting funtions. At any point, the
variables in the sope an be monitored, and their values displayed.
All these features make it possible to spot errors in a very short time.
• Elipse has many plug ins for extending the out-of-the-box features.
For instane, following well-known software engineering praties, I de-
ided to use a version ontrol system (VCS). These systems allow the
developer to save the soure les of the projet in a entral repository
at several points throughout the development. It an be done at regu-
lar time intervals, after a ertain milestone has been reahed, or before
takling major hanges. It is then possible to reover a previous state
of the ode, make a dierent hange, eventually reating a dierent
branh. CVS is the lassial system among versioning systems, and is
supported natively by Elipse. However Subversion is a newer system
that superseded CVS reently, and it addresses a few of its shortom-
ings. Being fairly new, Subversion is not natively supported by Elipse,
but an easily be added by the use of a plug in.
• Another helpful plug-in that I used was to the Web Tools Platform
(WTP). It atually is a set of plug-ins for managing web development
tasks and writing web appliations. I used them when designing the
web servies server. As explained in 2.5.3, one needs to design the
WSDL le. Having a graphial interfae for designing XML les is a
welomed addition. Sine the XML Shema is known by the WTP plug-
in, a developer an use graphial objets for dening the web servie
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ports, funtions, argument types and suh by using boxes, arrows and
text boxes. This speeds up the proess, and makes it more foolproof,
beause Elipse takes are of writing the XML le from the graphial
representation, keeping the attention-related errors at a minimum.
2.7 Apahe Tomat and Axis2
This appliation will use Web Servies as its data providing mehanism.
In order to run a web servies, one needs a server that supports the said
protools. The Apahe Foundation provides an open soure solution that
omes in two parts.
Tomat is used as the Appliation Server. It is entirely written in Java,
and it allows one to run Java web appliations written using servlets and
jsp. It an either run independently, or it an be made to work with the
original Apahe server. In the latter senario, the stati web pages and
binary les (suh as images) are handled by Apahe, and the Java-related
dynami pages are delegated to Tomat. For the purpose of this projet, no
les will be published, so the main Apahe web server was not needed.
To run web servies, Tomat needs to be augmented with Axis2, whih
is also developed by the Apahe foundation. It is developed as a servlet
appliation, and distributed as a le with the extension .war (whih stands
for Web ARhive, the ounterpart of the .jar le for web appliations). In
order to deploy it, one opies the le to the webapps diretory of Tomat,
whih then takes are of deompressing the ontent in the right folder. The
Axis2 system an then be aessed just like a web appliation through a web
browser.
As an added bonus, the Axis2 projet also omes with a WSDL2Java on-
verter, as well as a Java2WSDL (that is not used for this partiular projet).
These tools an be used diretly within Elipse thanks to the ustom Ant
task, also distributed with the pakage (see setion 2.5.3).
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2.8 Item Priing servies
In order to get the prie information for various produts, the projet needed
an online prie database that also has physial store loation information.
This entral database is to be aessed from the Personal Assistant. A searh
determined by the urrent loation of the devie will be onduted, and the
result displayed in a map.
There are many web sites that provide the user with prie omparisons.
The pries are fethed from other merhants, and the result of the query is
displayed. This onvenient features allows the user to get pries from several
web sites at one, making sure that the produt is bought at a good prie.
Examples for these sites inlude www.priegrabber.om, www.mysimon.om
and www.froogle.om.
For the sake of this projet, there are two additional requirements on
the priing servie. It needs to ontain pries for physial stores and not just
online web sites. Shopping from web sites defeats the purpose of the Personal
Assistant. We need to display the stores that are within lose driving range
from the user, so as to handle their errands. Seondly, the prie information
should be made available through a web servie. That way the integration
with the software would be made through the regular SOAP protool, as
desribed in setion 2.4.
Unfortunately, we were unable to nd suh a web site or servie. Noting
that these two requirements were too strit, we deided to relax the seond
one. After some researh, it was obvious that web servies did not have as
muh aeptane as we were led to believe from all the hype. We deided
that we ould manually parse a web page (see setion 2.9) and use the output
as my own web servie.
The requirement of nding a web site that lists the items in stores, along
with their loations was also hard to satisfy. There is no standard for sharing
this kind of prie information. An experimental projet developed at the
University of Mannheim ame very lose, but still ould not satisfy all our
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riteria.
The aim of the shopinfo.xml projet is to develop a standard that will
allow the stores to provide their produt information publily, in an easily
parsable form. This is done by plaing an XML le entitled shopinfo.xml
at the root of the web server so that it is aessible by going to the link
http://www.website.om/shopinfo.xml. The prie omparison servies
will use spiders for looking for the le, and if found will add the ontent to
their database. Interestingly, this standard allows for physial loations to be
speied as well. The downside is that most of the web sites that urrently
support the standard do not use this feature, and rely on selling online.
In onlusion, we werew unable to nd a web servie that provided the
kind of information that was needed for this projet. As the projet ould
not ontinue without pries, we deided to manually obtain the prie and
store data by parsing the web site of groery retailers, as explained in the
next setion.
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2.9 Perl Sraping
The main purpose of this projet was to nd a web servie that provided
prie information from dierent stores through a web servie (see setion
2.8). When suh a servie was not found, it needed to be reated from
srath, and the data for it needed to be fethed from somewhere. The best
option was then to parse several groery stores' web sites using an HTML
parsing sript written in Perl.
Perl is a programming language widely reognized for its exellent text
proessing apabilities. It has a very powerful regular expression engine, and
numerous built-in funtions for separating, searhing and displaying text. It
also has an online library of modules that an easily be downloaded. These
modules prevent the programmer from reinventing the wheel, and an add
substantial amount of funtionality very easily to the program.
Initially, our aim was to nd a Web Servie that would provide groery
prie information to the publi. After muh exploration, we were disap-
pointed to realize that no suh servie existed. The only other option was to
reate our own Web Servie for this feature. In order to obtain the data that
was to be served, we wrote a spidering sript that browses the web sites of
supermarket hains and ollets the prie of the items that are on sale. For
the sake of example, the sraping sript has been implemented for the Prie
Chopper web site. Repeating the same proess for other supermarkets' web
pages will be essentially the same job. It is therefore suient to do it one
as a proof-of-onept appliation.
The sript was entirely written in Perl, whih failitates text-based pro-
essing of pages. Moreover, the Comprehensive Perl Arhive Network (CPAN)
is replete with modules that are built to automate spidering. By onsulting
the exellent book Spidering Haks by Kevin Hemenway, we found out that
two of those modules were espeially helpful.
WWW::Mehanize This module programmatially simulates a browser.
Not only does it handle all the low-level HTTP protool methods, but
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it also has methods for liking on spei buttons and links, and a-
essing the ontent of the urrent page. More sophistiated features
inlude the ability to ll out form elements.
HTML::TreeBuilder One the ontent is obtained through theWWW::Mehanize
module, it needs to be parsed to get the prie information about the
produts. This is ahieved by the use of the HTML::TreeBuilder mod-
ule. Its look_down method is very helpful for getting all the nodes and
their inner HTML for the DIV tags that math a spei ondition.
In addition to the modules used for sraping, some other modules were needed
for inserting the information in the SQL database. The de fato module is
DBI, whih is similar in nature to the Java JDBC library. It has a standard
interfae that is independent from the database server that is used. Atually,
the module itself is merely an interfae, and the bulk of the logi is ontained
in separate driver modules, suh as DBD::mysql. In theory, one an simply
install this module using Perl's standard CPAN module, and start using it.
However, our experiene did not go so smoothly.
Our development system being a Windows XP, we installed the binary
version of MySQL. As it turns out, DBD::mysql requires MySQL to be om-
piled from soure ode, beause it uses the C lient-side libraries to perform
the logi. We therefore ould not manage to install the module, without
going through all the trouble of ompiling MySQL from within Cygwin.
After some researh, another module ame to our resue: Net::MySQL.
In that module, all the logi is implemented diretly in Perl, and therefore
does not require any extra libraries to be present. Although more limited in
its features, it still has most of the basi apabilities. That is why we ended
up using this module for inserting the data olleted through spidering into
the database.
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2.10 MySQL database
Databases are built for eiently storing and retrieving large amounts of
data. Sine a web servie that provided store information ould not be found
for this projet (see setion 2.8), we relied on olleting my own data through
parsing (setion 2.9). The dataset that we had was quite large, and it needed
to be stored for easy aess. The MySQL database was used for this purpose.
This appliation is very well-served as far as databases go. PlaeLab uses
a native Java database alled HSQLDB to store its beaon information. The
lient-side program uses the Java DB that is distributed with Java SE 6. In
addition to these two, we had to pik a database to be used on the server, that
was to store all the prie and store information. This last database needed
to be aessed by the web servie. A multitude of lient an be querying it at
the same time, whih requires it to be a very robust one. Neither of the two
database servers ited ould handle this kind of load. We therefore hose to
use the database system that is the jewel of the open-soure world, MySQL.
Not only has MySQL proven its value in the industry, but it also has
proven its onveniene for the smaller projets. Being ompletely free in
every sense of the word, it is also supported on many platforms, inluding
Windows XP. Installing it was a breeze, and the server was up and running in
no time. After spending some time onguring the various users and granting
the proper aess odes, reating the tables was ompleted momentarily.
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3 System Design
After introduing the individual libraries and tehnologies that were in this
system, we an now desribe the design of the appliation. Just as with any
other software projet, it is important to establish a few design onsiderations
rst. This setion introdues the design goals of the projet, goes over the
brainstorming proess and introdues the lass hierarhy.
3.1 Design Goals
A software engineering projet starts by establishing the expetations from
the nal produt. Having these design goals throughout the projet allows
the projet to move towards the right diretion when deisions need to be
made. This setion introdues the major goals that should be onsidered
when reading through the rest of this report.
3.1.1 Use of loalization
This appliation is a loation-based servie, and needs a loalization library
as disussed in setion 2.2. There are several trade-os when onsidering the
library to use. The library must be available on a wide-range of devies so
that the development will not be repeated for every platform. The language
used for writing the entire software must be ompatible with the library used
in order to avoid ompatibility issues.
The usage of loalization also aets the servie that needs to be per-
formed. The appliation must do something useful with the oordinates
gotten through the loalization library. Usefulness is hard do quantify
3.1.2 Limitations of mobile platforms
A loation-based servie is not beneial if it is used from a xed desktop
system. If the address is known beforehand, a geoloation servie an provide
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the exat oordinates of the loation. Sine the loation is not hanging, the
program wouldn't be of muh use.
The platforms where these servies really shine are mobile. Their porta-
bility implies that the oordinates hanges, and that these oordinates an
be used in more meaningful ways.
Designing software for mobile platforms is a hallenging task beause it
omes with strit onstraints. One of those onstraints found on all mobile
omputing platforms is the shortage of sreen real-estate. Most portable
devies have diminutive sreens that make the devies smaller and more
energy-eient. Yet the ost of the extra battery life is paid when dealing
with user interations. The design of the program should take into onsid-
eration the small sreen and the usability of the nal produt must not lak
any funtionality.
Yet another onstraint is the programming environment. Developing pro-
grams diretly on mobile devies is diult. It is typial to ondut the
development on a regular workstation, test the ode using a simulator, and
then test it on the devie itself. Lukily, the Java platform is widespread for
mobile devies. The Java ME platform is deployed on all modern portable
devies, be they ell-phones, PDAs or smartphones. Java is therefore an ideal
language to work with.
In reent years, mobile devies have aquired general purpose proessor
that allowed them to run any user-dened ode in addition to their rmware.
A typial ell-phone proessor's speed does not exeed 200 MHz, whereas
that of a smartphone is in the 500 MHz range. Although these speeds seem
suient, they are not so when dealing with omputationally-intensive al-
gorithms. We must keep these onsiderations in mind when hoosing algo-
rithms.
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3.1.3 Provide a unique servie
Combining the proessing power of portable devies with their loation in-
formation opens the doors to a multitude of interesting appliations. These
ideas an range from the mundane to the innovative. There also are a lot
of servies urrently developed that address this same hallenge. For this
projet, we aim to build a software system will be truly produtive for its
user. This goal of the projet is the only one that is not tehnial, and
therefore the one that is the hardest to measure.
3.2 Brainstorming for ideas
The development phase began by brainstorming possible uses for the system.
In order to satisfy the goal introdued in subsetion 3.1.3, we listed all the
appliations of wireless loalization systems in a mind map format. The
hallenge was to nd an idea that showased the power of loation-based
servies that was useful, and that was not already developed previously.
Mind maps were used when brainstorming for ideas. These diagrams
use various shapes and graphis to engage the right hemisphere of the brain
whih is usually asribed to reative thinking. The mind maps are usually
drawn in a tree struture, where the root of the tree is found at the enter
of the page. Eah main branh stemming from the enter orresponds to a
major area where loation-based web servies ould be used. By the end of
this proess, we obtained the diagram shown in appendix C.
Some of the ideas disovered through the brainstorming proess had al-
ready been implemented by start-up ompanies listed in setion 2.3. Of the
remaining possibilities, a viable subjet was piked.
3.3 Projet setup
One the theme of the projet was disovered after the brainstorming phase,
the design proess began. This setion will explain how the software was
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designed, and what methodologies were used for it.
3.3.1 General design points
Before delving into the details of the implementation, we will go over some
general onepts used throughout the design proess.
Design patterns are reusable solutions for solving a spei problem.
While many patterns were used throughout the design, some of them need
speial attention. The Model-View-Controller pattern is regarded as the ulti-
mate design method for graphial appliations. It partitions the entire ode
into three logial bloks, eah having its own purpose. More information
about the Model-View-Controller pattern an be obtained in [GHJV93℄ The
MVC pattern is also the role of GUI toolkit that we used, SWT/JFae (see
subsetion 2.5.2).
Partitioning the projet into smaller piees is the goal of the objet-
oriented programming paradigm. Eah logial blok is abstrated as an
objet that an be manipulated through several methods. The appliation
of the MVC pattern disussed above is espeially suited to being used with
the objet oriented programming. Eah lass will either at as a model, a
ontroller or a view.
Java further enfores objet oriented priniples by introduing the on-
ept of pakages. Big projets like this one may ontain hundreds of lasses.
Grouping these into logial subsets makes the ode more readable and stru-
tured, and provides a more preise ontrol over the visibility of lasses; ob-
jets an expose ertain methods only to other objets belonging to the same
pakage.
All of these tools have been used to make this projet as rigorous as
possible. The rest of this setion will detail the pakages and their ontents.
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3.3.2 Model Classes
The Model lasses are divided into three separate pakages based on their
purpose. The lasses that mainly use logi written by the authors belong to
the model pakage, shown on gure 3. These lasses deal exlusively with
the groery information, and the various mapping funtions.
A TreeNode is the main abstrat lass for dealing with the storage of
items in a Tree on the GUI. Sine it is an abstrat lass, it does not diretly
have any elds that lets it store any useful data. Instead, the hildren and
parent elds are used to apture the relationships between the levels of the
tree.
There are two sublasses of TreeNode. GroeryItem is responsible for
storing all the information pertaining to eah groery items. As it an be
observed on gure 3, it has the elds for the name, store and prie of the item,
as well as the latitude and longitude of the spei store. The GroeryList
lass does not ontain muh logi, and it is aimed to be the root of the tree
(i.e., it does not have a parent).
The GMapGenerator lass writes the HTML le that ontains the Google
Maps API page. It takes some oordinate values as arguments, and writes
the appropriate Javasript ode to the speied le. This le an then be
displayed in the Browser element of the GUI.
The model pakage has a sub-pakage entitled datastrutures. This pak-
age has three lasses for modeling and solving the Traveling salesman problem
when alulating the trajetory of the visit. The Vertex lass represents a
vertex in graph, and holds the oordinate information of eah store. Sine
in our graph, all verties are onneted to eah other, there are no expliit
edges between them; all verties are understood to have an edge with all
other ones. The Vertex lass also has elds that makes it suitable to be used
as a tree. By merging a vertex and a tree node, we an keep the same lass
struture when transitioning from the graph to the minimum spanning tree.
The MinimumSpanningTree lass takes a set of verties, and alulates
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Figure 3: Struture of the model pakage
the minimum spanning tree from a spei starting point (the initial loation
of the user). The shortest route visiting all nodes an then be alulated from
this tree by the TravelingSalesman lass.
Another pakage that orresponds to the model logi is the db pakage
(gure 4). It ontains a DerbyDatabaseManager lass that handles the stor-
age of the groery list using the built-in Java DB database. It essentially
onverts the GroeryList data struture disussed above to a set of SQL
statements. The nature of the SQL queries an be guessed from the name
of the methods (e.g., getStoredGroeries exeutes a SELECT query, while a
setStoredGroeries exeutes an INSERT query).
The plaelab pakage ontains a single lass, PlaeLabConnetor, that
ats as an interfae with the underlying PlaeLab library (see gure 5). The
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Figure 4: Struture of db pakage
Figure 5: Struture of plaelab pakage
PlaeLab installation ontains tens of lasses that need to be used simultane-
ously to get the urrent oordinate information. By hiding the alls through
a lass, the main ode is greatly simplied. A simple all to the getCoor-
dinate method returns an objet that ontains the urrent oordinates. It
essentially implements the Faade design pattern.
3.3.3 View Classes
The View lasses that handle the GUI related funtions are enlosed in the
gui pakage. These lasses handle the user interations and the display of
information to the user. The struture of this pakage is shown on gure 6.
The GUI ode itself is in the JFaeGUI lass. Although this lass ontains
two dozen methods, they are not shown on the gure for the purpose of
simpliity. They deal with the reation of the widgets (lists, buttons) and
binding them with the ontroller lasses (see setion 3.3.4).
As suggested by its name, the BakgroundThread lass runs in a separate
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thread on the bakground and handles tasks that need to be run regularly.
An example of suh a task would be to query the PlaeLab library in order
to obtain the urrent oordinates, and update these values on the GUI.
The rest of the lasses are separated into their own pakages depending
on their purpose. The labelprovider pakage ontains lasses that desribe
how to display the data stored in the model lasses in the widgets. As
explained previously, all the information regarding the groery items are
stored in the GroeryItem objet. The label providers take these groery
items, and extrat the respetive elds that will be displayed in the olumns.
The GUI has one dialog box that allows the user to add and to edit
the groery items in the list. The AddEditItemDialog inludes the logi for
updating the model. The ations pakage is similar in nature to the dialog
lass. Eah of the lasses in this pakage performs a single task. They are
alled when the user liks on a button in the toolbar, or liks on a menu
item.
The ontentprovider pakage an be onsidered to be a hybrid view and
ontroller logi. Eah of the lasses in that pakage are assigned to a widget.
By overloading ertain methods, the user deides what data will be displayed
inside. For instane, the methods for aessing the web servie for the groery
information and for fething prie are found in these lasses.
3.3.4 Controller Classes
The projet setup does not ontain any stritly ontroller related lasses.
The job of reating to the user input is handled exlusively by the JFae
framework. When an item on the list is expanded, JFae alls the methods
dened by the programmer to perform the orret ation. The programmer
is therefore relieved of the burden of expliitly dealing with user behavior.
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Figure 6: Struture of gui pakage
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Figure 7: Blok Diagram of the system
3.3.5 Blok Diagram
With all the lasses dened, it makes sense to look at the big piture blok
diagram of the overall system (gure 7). On this diagram, eah blok orre-
sponds to a setion of the program, and is dependent on bloks at the lower
levels. At the base, of the entire system is the Java virtual mahine. By
denition, the web servies are platform independent, and an therefore be
implemented in any language (inluding Java).
At the seond level, one an observe the dierent libraries and interfaes
that are used. The loation information is provided by PlaeLab, the loal
storage failities are available through Java DB and the GUI toolkit used
is SWT/JFae. The web servies framework is also at this level, and is
ommuniated with through the Internet. The Personal Assistant software
itself uses all of these tehnologies.
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4 Implementation
Having outlined all the dierent omponents of the system, this setion will
explain how they are put together to make the Personal Assistant appliation.
4.1 Graphial User Interfae
4.1.1 Tabbed lient GUI
Using the SWT/JFae toolkits, we designed a GUI that uses a tabbed design
allows for a more eient use of the sreen spae. The tab names an be
designed using buttons so that they an be liked with a stylus pen. The
four tabs are labeled: Map, Estimates, Items and Stores.
Estimates The simpliity of the estimates tab (gure 8) an be misleading.
It only ontains two labels, but those labels show the urrent loation of the
user as obtained when the PlaeLab library is queried. The labels are updated
every seond in order to trak the movement of the user.
Items The Items list is where the groery items are stored (gure 9). The
user adds eah item that is needed to the list using the Add Item dialog
box. Prie and store data an optinally be inluded with the item to at as
a referene. They an be used to ompare the prie quotes that are obtained
from the server, to see whether the deals are really worth it or not.
One the initial list is formed by adding all the items that are needed
regularly, the Personal Assistant handles the task of nding the items in the
loal stores (as explained in setion 4.3). The user needs to expand the item
that will be looked up by liking on the plus ion to the left of the item.
This initiates the lookup, and displays the result of the query as sub-elements.
Eah of these items orresponds to a deal from a loal store.
After browsing the list for the items that are wanted, the user selets
the ones he is interested in. By liking the Update To-Buy button on the
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Figure 8: Estimates Tab
toolbar, these items are ommitted to a separate To-Buy list found on the
next tab.
To-Buy List The To-Buy list allows the user to review the items that
will be purhased. Only the items that will be attended to immediately are
shown on this list, along with the loation of the store (gure 10).
Map One the To-Buy list is onrmed, the next step is to lik on the Map
tab (gure 11). This tab shows the loation of the stores using the Google
Maps API (see setion 4.1.2). Eah marker orresponds to a store that will
be visited during the routing phase. The user has the full apabilities of
Google maps: he an zoom in and out, and an even go to the satellite view
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Figure 9: Items Tab
to see real pitures of the stores taken from the satellites.
Diretions The nal step in the proession is routing. By liking the
Diretions tab (gure 12), the GUI starts to solve the Traveling salesman
problem (see setion 4.2 for details). The result of the omputation is dis-
played on another map, and the route is shown by highlighting the route.
4.1.2 Mapping Failities
One of the most exiting innovations in the reent years was the introdution
of powerful lient-side Javasript apabilities in the browsers, whih opened
the door to a multitude of appliations. The Google Maps API is one suh
appliation. It allows the inlusion of dynami maps to any web page. The
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Figure 10: To-Buy list tab
user an move the map around and zoom in and out just like a real map.
Furthermore, the API an also display satellite imagery instead of the map,
making it a truly interesting appliation.
Due to its wide availability, the Google Maps API was used for mapping
the store loations and displaying the diretions. We did, however, run into
several obstales onerning the liensing of the API whih is intended to
be used by web sites and not standalone appliations. There are no ways of
displaying the maps through speial map widgets, and there are no native
Java bindings (although there are a few projets that attempt to make suh
a binding, none of them are prodution quality).
The nal solution was onvoluted and far from elegant, but worked ex-
eptionally well. We added a Browser objet to the Map and Diretions tabs.
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Figure 11: Map tab
When the tabs are made ative, the GMapGenerator (see setion 3.3.2) writes
a le that ontains pure lient-side Javasript ode. The Browser objet is
then instruted to display this le. From Google's perspetive, this is just
like looking at an oine page.
4.2 Traveling Salesman problem
Having a list of the best deals on ertain items and the loation of the stores
where they are available is no doubt onvenient. Yet it still leaves out some
deision-making on the user's side: whih store to go to rst? In order to
relieve the user from this extra burden, we implemented a solution of the
traveling salesman problem (TSP). For this appliation, the problem takes
the form of nding the shortest route (yle) that visits all the stores in the
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Figure 12: Diretions tab
area. The shortness is measured by the distane between the stores.
The TSP is known for being NP-hard in the number of verties. Based
on the design deisions onerning the feeble proessing power of portable
devies (see setion 3.1.2), we needed to nd an appropriate way for solv-
ing this problem. Lukily, we ould use some approximations and greedy
algorithms to redue the omplexity of the problem. The number of stores
that a user will want to visit in any given day is another fator that helps to
simplify the algorithm: realistially, nobody would visit more than 10 stores.
In this implementation, the verties of the graph in whih we are trying
to nd a yle orrespond to oordinates on a sphere. By simplifying the
referene objet from a sphere to a plane, we an make use of the triangle
inequality. The shortest distane between two points is a straight line, and in
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a triangle on the plane, the sum of the length of two sides will always be larger
than the length of the third side. Making this assumption allows us to use
the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) of the graph in order to nd the shortest
yle. Without the triangle inequality, a polynomial-time approximation does
not exist unless P = NP .
Out of the several possible implementation of the MST, we used Prim's
algorithm, the details of whih an be found in [CLRC01℄ . For the purpose
of this setion, it is suient to know that this algorithm yields the MST of
a graph in total time O(E lg V ) and V is the number of verties (stores) and
E is the number of edges (in our graph, all verties have edges with eah
other). One the MST is found, the shortest path an be found in Θ(V 2)
time.
4.3 Server-side: Web servies
The appliation is designed using the lient-server model. The GUI running
on the mobile platform onstitutes the lient-side. Although most of the
proessing is done on it, no data is stored. The evident advantage of this is
in terms of storage spae. Portable devies do not have muh storage spae
on them, and they are therefore not very appropriate for storing a lot of
information. The server on the other hand is a faster omputer. It may have
virtually unlimited amount of storage spae thanks to server farms that are
dividing the load to several omputers.
The other advantage of delegating the data to a server has to do with
synhronization. Having the prie information loally would speed up the
aess time, but that data needs to be updated regularly in order to reet
the latest set of data. If an update is missed for any reason (i.e., unavail-
able Internet onnetion), the user may be presented with wrong kind of
information. The lient-server model is therefore beneial for this program.
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4.3.1 Prie-providing web servie
Initially, the intention was to nd a web servie that oered prie and store
loation information. After muh researh (see setion 2.8), suh a servie
ould not be found. Not only were there no omparison shopping site that
oered suh a servie, but even the groery stores themselves did not publish
their weekly pamphlets through the SOAP interfae.
4.3.2 Custom web servie
We deided to reate our own servie just for the sake of this projet. This
job had two parts to it. There was rst the step of gathering the data was
going to be stored. The items that were on sale and the store loation had to
be obtained and saved in a database. One the data was available, it needed
to be oered to the lient.
Data olletion The information about the deals were gathered by parsing
the web page of a ertain groery store. For the purpose of data olletion,
several Perl sripts were written (see setion2.9). This step has been per-
formed for the Prie Chopper as a proof-of-onept, but an be repeated for
any other web site.
The Perl sripts are responsible for fething the HTML page, parsing the
tree struture and extrating the pries and the kinds of deals available. The
proess is repeated for eah store, and a geo-loation lookup is performed to
onvert the addresses of the stores into absolute oordinates.
One olleted, the data is stored in a MySQL server (see setion 2.10)
through the use of INSERT queries. The database server speeds up the stor-
age and aess times beause it is optimized for quikly fething and indexing
the data. Furthermore, almost all programming languages (inluding Java
and Perl) have interfaes to the Open Database Connetivity (ODBC) API
for easily manipulating data in a database.
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Data publishing One the data was obtained, and inserted in a database,
it needed to be served by a web servie. We onsulted several books on the
topi, inluding a few espeially oriented for web servies with Java. For
simple tasks, the steps needed to follow seem trivial. One reates a WSDL
le that desribes the interfae of the web servie to the outside, then uses
a WSDL2Java onverter tool (see 2.5.3) to onvert it to Java stub lasses,
and nally modies the lasses to inlude the logi. We went through this
sequene with only minor obstales, and reated a simple web servie that
takes two strings as an input, and returns their onatenation.
Equipped with this bakground information, we went tried to generate
the atual, full-blown web servie. Yet we got stuk on the very rst step,
that of reating a WSDL le. The struture of the WSDL le was not lear
as to how to dene arguments of the servie, sine in this ase they were
not simple types like strings or integers, but objets and arrays of objets.
Sine WSDL les are by design platform-independent, one ould not use Java
objet and lasses in that le.
After some researh and diving into another, more reent book, [Han07℄,
we disovered that we weren't the only ones to think that designing web
servies was easy only for simple tasks, but overly-ompliated for real-world
appliations, insomuh as they were ompletely redesigned with the latest
release of Java.
Colletively alled the Java Web Servies (JWS) platform, there are four
new tehnologies that make up an easier model for web servie development.
These are JAX-WS 2.0, JAXB 2.0, WS-Metadata 2.0 and Web Servies for
J2EE 1.2 (WSEE). These dierent modules are very new, and were rst
released with Java EE 5 and Java SE 6.
With all these new standards to master, and only limited time to the
deadline, it beame lear that web servies weren't a feasible solution for
this projet. The laking adoption in the industry is yet another proof that
the standards are more ompliated than they should be.
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The alternative to SOAP servies, REST-based web servies, are beom-
ing more popular and widespread due to their ease of use. They work by
transferring XML les that do not have to abide by any standards. The
server and the lient are responsible for generating and parsing the XML le.
As a result of this inrease in exibility, quiker development is possible with
REST servies, making them a promising standard for business-to-business
ommuniations.
4.4 Server-side: Database only bak-end
Seeing as the Web Servie alternative was not viable, the other remaining
solution was to diretly use a database onnetion from the lient. We used
the MySQL server for this ase. This approah also has its pros and ons.
One big disadvantage is that it does not allow for any business logi to
be inorporated on the server side. Database queries use the SQL language,
whih is very powerful and eient for aessing and modifying the data.
However its programming apabilities are severely limited, and does not go
beyond that of arithmeti or simple string manipulation. If we had used
a Web Servie interfae, we would have been able to inorporate ode to
do anything that a full featured programming languages allows one to do.
Moreover, web servies are language and platform-independent. The logi
ould have been implemented in the language that would best aommodate
the job. A servie that deals with text strings ould have been written in
Perl, while a servie that did a lot of numerial omputation ould have been
written in C with the appropriate libraries.
Another disadvantage of using databases surfaes when dealing with the
seurity of the system. In general, it is usually not a very good idea to provide
third-party users aounts to the database. Although MySQL supports a
very sophistiated aess granting system, the entirety of the server is still
exposed to the outside world. On most systems that adopt the lient-server
model, a struture alled an n-tier or multi-tier struture is used (see gure
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13 for an example of a 3-tier arhiteture). The basi premise of this setup
is exibility and seurity.
The system is exible beause the whole omplexity of the system is
hidden behind one omputer that works as an interfae. Any number of
additional servers an be present behind that. A load-balaning server an
route the tra to a number of other servers, preventing the onnetion to
stall due to all the users aessing one of the servers.
In terms of seurity, this arhiteture relieves the data tier from providing
the seurity. Instead, the logi framework an work on seuring the system by
heking for aess privileges during authentiation. The logi tier is usually
handled by appliation servers (like Apahe Tomat) that are built to run on
seurity-sensitive appliations.
In our struture, the database needs to hek the password of the appli-
ation and give them the appropriate privileges. For instane, the lient-side
program only has read-only aess to the prie data, whereas the Perl sript
has to have write aess when updating the prie values. These aess rules
an be implemented in MySQL through the privilege granting mehanism.
It is nevertheless not an ideal implementation.
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Figure 13: Example three-tier appliation
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5 Evaluation/Testing
The appliation one ompleted, we went bak to the design goals established
in setion 3.1 to hek if they have been fullled. As a reminder, those goals
were
• Use of loalization
• Mobile Platform
• Provide unique servie
Whereas the rst two of these requirements are tehnial in nature, the last
one is more subjetive. The evaluation of the system will therefore be done
in two stages. The tehnial harateristis will be looked at rst, and the
usability testing will be done by a third person.
5.1 Tehnial testing
5.1.1 Platform dependent speiations
We explained in setion 3.1.2 that the program running on a mobile platform
introdued many onstraints. Most of these have been addressed by the
implementation. For instane, the entire user interfae has been made suh
that most of the sreen is used to display data; only the three rows at the
top are used for user interations.
The program itself is kept very lightweight in order to redue the load on
the proessor. Most of the omputations are done on the server side, exept
for the routing algorithm (see next subsetion). The data is also exlusively
stored on the server. Only the regular list of items to buy is stored on the
5.1.2 Algorithm implementation testing
The traveling salesman algorithm is at the heart of the routing funtion.
When the user selets the stores he needs to visit, this algorithm is respon-
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Table 1: Complexity tests for the Traveling Salesman algorithm
sible for nding the shortest route that visits eah point. As explained in
setion 4.2 and in [CLRC01℄, we use an approximation that uses the tri-
angle inequality, and therefore the omplexity of the algorithm should be
Θ(V 2), where V is the number of verties. In order to test this value, and to
evaluate how well our own implementation works, we ran some benhmark
tests. We ran the same algorithm in an isolated test benh (i.e., without
running the rest of the GUI) by varying the number of verties. The values
for the oordinates of eah vertex was obtained randomly using Java's native
java.util.Random generator. The result of the test is shown in table 1. A
graph of the same results an be found on gure 14.
The graph shows that the omplexity grows quadratially. Although this
is still not perfet, it agrees with the theoretial results. It is also worth noting
that the algorithm uses a greedy approah, and therefore is not guaranteed
to give the optimal route. Nevertheless it is optimum enough to be run on





















Complexity of the Traveling Salesman algorithm
Figure 14: Time omplexity of our implementation of the Traveling Salesman
algorithm
5.2 Usability testing
The target audiene of this projet being the ommon shopper, its usability
should be tested by somebody who does not have any knowledge of how the
system works. Ideally, the person should not have an understanding of the
various tehnologies employed, suh as loalization, the database bak-end
or even Google Maps.
We found suh a volunteer to perform the tests. He is a senior under-
graduate student at WPI who is majoring in biohemistry. Although he uses
omputers regularly, his usage does not go beyond that of heking his e-mail
and omposing douments with basi oe tools. He therefore does not have
any programming bakground. He is, however, truly interested in the system
and what it had to oer. A test session was set up and strutured in the
following way.
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The person was briey introdued to the purpose of the program. This
introdution was very superial, and did not over any diretions on how to
use the appliation, but it instruted the person as to what it was supposed
to do. Later, a three sentene help text was shown. This text was meant to
be very short so that it ould be plaed on a Welome dialog box displayed
when the appliation is rst started. The interations of the person with the
system were then observed.
It took the person merely three minutes to understand the proess. The
numerals on the tabs were espeially helpful in guiding the user. He un-
derstood that he had to start from the rst tab, and move on to the fth.
Most of his time was spent on the seond tab, that deals with the reation
of a base list for the groeries. One soure of onfusion was the expanding
list items. He failed to realize quikly that upon expansion, the lookup was
performed with the database. Another obstale was that of adding items to
the To-Buy list using the toolbar item. The user had to go bak and forth
between the tabs until he realized what needed to be done. The relationship
between the name of the third tab (To-Buy list) and the label of the button
(Update To-Buy list) was a good hint.
One the To-Buy list was formed, the rest of the steps followed swiftly.
The person rst looked at the map that showed the loation of the stores,
and nished up by looking at the diretions tab.
All in all, the system was shown to be user-friendly. The learning urve
for the program is under ve minutes with only minor explanations. There
are, however, several points that may need some improvement. For instane,
the lookup of the items may be performed on a dierent sreen, instead
of expanding list items. Although this would be learer to the user, that
approah would also be more ostly in terms of sreen spae. It is therefore
a trade-o between usability and funtionality. A status line that guides the
user's ations would also be speed up the interations. The software would
then be similar to a wizard.
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6 Future Work
Although we feel that the design goals we set initially were largely ahieved,
we believe that the program an still be improved further. Several interesting
features ould not be explored due to the timing onstraints and several teh-
nial hurdles. These features range from quik improvements of the urrent
system to larger ideas that may be interesting.
6.1 Improvements to the urrent system
The only major improvement to the urrent system would be the implementa-
tion of the web servies. We strongly believe that they are the ideal medium
to implement a lient/server struture suh as this one. Furthermore, one
the servie is in plae, the data an be used for a variety of other appliations
with minimal eort. The platform independene of the system would allow
web appliations to aess the prie information just as desktop or mobile
appliations.
In setion 5, we have found several points where the urrent graphial
interfae was laking. The GUI may need some minor improvements to make
it more user-friendly. For instane, the diretions tab may be modied to
show the textual, turn-by-turn diretions already supported by the Google
Maps API. Text labels on the tabs an be replaed by graphis to make them
more desriptive and visually appealing. Contextual help messages may be
added to guide the user throughout the proess.
The underlying logi of the system an also be improved to make it better
more intelligent. Currently, the user needs to browse through the available
deals for the seleted items, and make a judgment as to whih one to buy.
When making this judgment, the user needs to onsider suh fators as his
time availability, the distane to the store and the attrativity of the deal.
Ideally, these deisions an be made by the software itself, further reduing
the burden on the user.
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6.2 Follow-up ideas
One of the latest trends in the Internet is the advent of soial networking.
With sites suh as Faebook.om or MySpae.om, people an interat with
eah other in ompletely new ways. A possible idea that may be worth
investigating would be to reate a ompanion web site to this software that
will allow the users to input their own prie information and reate a kind
of soial network around groery shopping.
The working of the software an be very straightforward. When a shopper
nds a deal in a store, he will input the prie and loation of the item in
the database. These user submitted data will omplement the data that is
oming from the web servie. One the database is updated, other users
an see the loalized deals on their Personal Assistant program just like the
regular information. The system an be made more dynami by allowing
users to rate the deals, and ag them as expired.
Another path that is worth following is to expand the overage of the
system to more than just groeries. As of now, the software works only for
groery store. However, the loation information an be used and applied to
any kinds of stores. These may be tehnology stores, department stores or
even hairdressers and gas stations. Sine the ode has been developed with
extensibility in mind, the utility of the system an be easily inreased.
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7 Conlusion
Working on suh a large-sale projet in suh a short amount of time taught
us a lot of things, one of whih is the importane of software engineering
priniples when working on big projets. Objet oriented design made the
development of this produt run muh smoothly. It may not have been
possible to obtain similar results using C.
The importane of importane of ode reuse and abstration was also
made apparent. We used a lot of dierent tehnologies, and tried to reuse
libraries as muh as possible. When working on integration projets like this
one, it really does not make sense to dupliate the eort of re-writing a part
that has already been implemented. The point of the projet should be to
make it suh that the value of the system is larger than the sum of its parts.
In other words, what you do with these many bloks is more important than
implementing them yourself.
One nal onlusion is regarding the state of the Web Servies. We
strongly believe that they are harder than they should be, whih is ham-
pering their adoption in the industry. Although they were advertised to be a
revolutionary tehnology that would reshape how business-to-business logi
was going to work, we found that they did not live up to the expetations.
After experimenting with the tehnologies, I found out that the main reason
behind the lak of adoption is in the diulty of developing them quikly.
SOAP-based web servies are inherently hard to work with, whih makes
other alternatives suh as REST-based servies more attrative.
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A PlaeLab Installation under Elipse
This setion will show you how to import the Plae Lab soure ode in
Elipse, both for using in a dierent projet, and also for running. These
instrutions have been tested on Elipse 3.3 running on Windows XP.
1. Download the PlaeLab toolkit from http://www.plaelab.org. At
the time of this writing, the most urrent version is
plaelab-win32-2-.1.zip
2. Under Elipse, reate a new projet by seleting File > New > Java
Projet, and name the new projet PlaeLab (see gure 15).
3. Clik on File > Import, and under the General heading, hoose
Arhive File. After pressing next, selet the download arhive le
using the browse button, and pik the just reated PlaeLab projet in
the Into folder textbox (gure 16) . Clik Finish to import.
4. One the import is nished, you need to move the ontents of the sr
folder under plaelab-win32 to Elipse's default sr folder. This an
be done by dragging and dropping all the Java les.
5. The next step is to ongure the build path. Right-lik on the newly
reated projet and go to Build Path > Congure Build Path. The
JAR les that ame with PlaeLab need to be inluded as dependenies.
Under the Libraries tab, add eah of the items shown on gure 17
using the Add JARs and Add External JARs buttons. The SWT
related libraries an be found under the Elipse's plugins diretory.
6. One the same sreen, lik Add Class Folder and inlude the native
folder that ame with PlaeLab (see gure 18).
7. You an now right-lik on any of the demo appliations (for instane
org.plaelab.demo.apviewer.ApViewer and run it by seleting Run as
> Java Appliation.
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Figure 15: Creating a new projet
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Figure 16: Importing the ZIP le
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Figure 17: Setup the Build Path
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Figure 18: Setup the lass folder for native
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B Running Personal Assistant under Elipse
This setion details how to run the Personal Assistant program within Elipse
for either running standalone or for further development. Sine the le has
been pakaged using Elipse's export funtion, the user only needs to do an
import to reover the state of the projet.
1. Open Elipse, and follow the steps outlined in appendix A to import
the PlaeLab library.
2. Go to File > Import and pik General > Existing Projet into
Workspae
3. On the next sreen, ativate the Selet arhive le radio button, and
lik browse to loate the personalassistant.zip that is found in the
aompanying CD, under the Soure diretory (see gure 19).
4. One the projet is loaded, right-lik on the JFaeGUI lass under
the pakage org.personalassistant.gui and selet Run as > Java
Appliation.
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Figure 19: Importing the projet
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C BRAINSTORMING MIND MAP 75
C Brainstorming mind map
